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Industry and academic laboratories have long resisted conversion to electronic laboratory notebooks (ELN) while at the same time integrating many other kinds of information systems, most notably laboratory information management systems (LIMS), chromatography data systems (CDS), and scientific data management systems (SDMS), within laboratory operations.  Scientists in both academia and industry stand to gain important functionality unavailable with paper notebooks with the adoption of ELNs such as comprehensive searching of notebooks (keyword, result, and molecular structure/substructure searching, for example); distributed availability; and long term access to data.
Currently, most laboratory information systems operate independently, requiring manual data entry by users into each individual system.  This process creates data and information disparities as well as creating poor referential integrity within experimental metadata.  Electronic laboratory notebooks would provide a logical point around which experiment details and observations could be centered electronically.  Through an ELN, experimental documentation or metadata could be communicated automatically with a LIMS, SDMS, or CDS without analyst involvement.  This “electronically connected” system would allow analysts to perform their responsibilities without the interruption of independent information systems thus increasing analyst productivity and reducing user entry errors into data management systems.
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BRTC	Biotechnology Research and Training Center
CDS	Chromatography Data System
ELN	Electronic Laboratory Notebook




LIMS	Laboratory Information Management System
.NET (pronounced dot NET)	Microsoft’s Development Platform
NG	NuGenesis
ODBC	Open Database Connectivity
RDBMS	Relational Database Management System
SDK	Software Developer Kit
SDLF	Software Development Lifecycle
SDMS	Scientific Data Management System
SOAP	Simple Object Access Protocol
SQL	Subject Query Language
UDDI	Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration
VPN	Virtual Private Network
WAN	Wide Area Network





A. Introduction of subject

The process of automating laboratory operations by integrating laboratory information systems such as Electronic Laboratory Notebooks, Scientific Data Management Systems, and Chromatography Data Systems is the next logical step in the evolution of laboratory information systems.  Currently, information systems contain similar types of information such as experimental metadata, processed results, and experiment detail.  However, that information is not commonly shared between applications.  Part of the reason for the systems to not be completely connected is that the entire data management life cycle is not currently electronically captured.    Key to the documentation of the entire scientific method is the adoption of electronic laboratory notebooks.  Scientists in both academia and industry stand to gain important functionality unavailable with paper notebooks through the adoption of ELNs such as comprehensive searching of notebooks (keyword, result, and molecular structure/substructure searching, for example); distributed availability; and long term access to data.
Electronic Laboratory Notebooks

Modern electronic laboratory notebooks are much more sophisticated than word processing software with audit trail capabilities.  Electronic laboratory notebooks can enforce laboratory workflow, documentation standards, catalog results, capture molecular formulas of reactions and products and allow ancillary data to be attached to notebook pages.  Electronic laboratory notebooks will need to communicate with programs such as Scientific Data Management Systems (SDMS) and Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) in the future to realize the full advantage of electronic documentation.   
Scientific Data Management Systems

Scientific Data Management Systems act as electronic libraries where information such as instrument raw data files, archived electronic notebooks, experiment reports and any other laboratory data could be deposited for long term storage and readily available access.  The SDMS systems typically act as sophisticated file management systems where the privileges to read or write data is controlled based on defined user roles.  SDMS Systems keep audit trails records involving any action surrounding the adding, editing, or deleting of records.  Audit trails of the records allow previous versions of the records to remain available once new versions are created.
Web Services

Web services are a standardized protocol for sharing information, typically over HTTP, between information systems in a way that is designed to be platform and programming language agnostic.  Information is transported between applications in a XML document known as a SOAP envelope.  The SOAP envelope defines the meaning of the data being transmitted so that the information can be correctly interpreted at both ends of the data transfer.  Web services are defined as a set of three protocols: SOAP, WSDL (Web Services Description Lanaguage), and UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration).  SOAP is a W3C standard that describes the acceptable formatting of a SOAP envelope – an XML document in which the information resides.  SOAP is an excellent choice because it is a stable protocol around which application-to-application programming can be centered.  WSDL (Web Services Description Language) is an XML files that provides a description of a web service including the available functions, input and output variables.  UDDI is a system for the registering of web services so that users consuming web services are able to locate the appropriate service for their needs.
B. Importance of subject

Industry and academic laboratories have long resisted conversion to electronic notebooks while at the same time integrating other kinds of electronic systems, most notably LIMS, CDS and SDMS systems within laboratory operations.  Currently, the ELN market is small compared with other laboratory information systems.  For example, in 2004 the total ELN market penetration was estimated at 30 million USD (1).  Comparatively, in 2004 LIMS and CDS each enjoyed market penetration of more than 1 billion USD(1).  It is estimated that electronic notebooks could have a comparable market reach to CDS and LIMS if their implementation became well accepted by scientists and engineers (1).
Limitations of current ELN technology and scientific cultural barriers prevent rapid growth of the ELN market (1).  The argument against electronic laboratory notebooks begins with the ability to establish legal equivalence of electronic records to paper notebooks.   Electronic documents by nature are easily changed necessitating safeguards to validate time-of-creation and authenticity of notebook entries.  Secondly, electronic documents do not implicitly capture an audit trail against an original document, unlike paper documentation.  Paper intrinsically captures all changes while preserving the original record and provides a cost effective solution that does not require computer systems validation (an additional cost savings) to ensure legality or compliance.  Finally, the reliability of notebook applications is a major issue for industry and academic users who need data available without interruption.  Currently, many ELNs are not available offline when there is an interruption with server availability, or a network drop is not available in the laboratory.
Scientists in both academia and industry stand to gain important functionality unavailable with paper notebooks.  Electronic notebooks allow comprehensive searching of notebook pages (keyword, result and molecular structure/substructure searching, for example).  Additionally, multiple legal copies of the notebook can be made allowing sharing and distribution of the document in real time within different departments of a company..
Many types of electronic records currently exist within laboratories such as system user roosters, audit trails, raw data and processed results created by LIMS, SDMS, and CDS applications.  In most laboratories each of the systems operates independently, requiring manual data entry by users into each individual system; this process creates data and information disparities as well as creating poor referential integrity within experimental metadata.  Electronic laboratory notebooks would provide logical point for entering experiment metadata and a point around which results data could be gathered.  From an ELN, experimental metadata could be communicated in a bidirectional fashion with a LIMS, SDMS, or CDS without analyst involvement.  This “electronically connected” system would allow analysts to gracefully perform their jobs without the interruption of independent information systems, increasing analyst productivity and reducing user entry errors into data management systems.
C. Knowledge gap

Electronic laboratory notebooks have the potential to fill an important void in the collection of data in scientific work, allowing each step of the scientific method to be collected and stored on an electronic medium resulting in the entire knowledge management lifecycle being automated. The scientific method, universally used by scientists to conduct experimentation, outlines the basic methodology for creating and executing scientific experimentation.
The scientific method:
1.)	Define the question
2.)	Gather information and resources
3.)	Form hypothesis
4.)	Plan experiment 
5.)	Do experiment and collect data
6.)	Analyze data
7.)	Interpret data and draw conclusions that serve as a starting point for new hypotheses
8.)	Communicate results
Wikipedia “Scientific Method”






Fundamental to any controlled software deployment is the practice of the software development lifecycle (SDLF).  The field of software engineering or software systems originates from the late 1960’s when the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Science Committee first organized a meeting to share best practices in the development and design of software at a meeting in Garmisch-Partenkirsche, Germany in 1968. (2)  The NATO science committee organized a meeting on software engineering because software requirements invariably grew larger than could reasonably be accommodated as projects developed.  A system was needed to allow thorough system documentation and risk based analysis when deciding which user requirements were the most important.  The next chronological evolution in software systems engineering was the proposal of the Waterfall software development lifecycle method in 1970 by W.W. Royce.  The Waterfall method utilizes a linear approach to the phases of software development - requirements analysis, design, implementation, validation, integration, and maintenance. (3)  Software developers work linearly through the different phases of the Waterfall model until all phases of the methodology are complete.  The greatest shortcoming of the Waterfall method is that user requirements are often uncovered in subsequent phases of the SDLF and additional requirements cannot be easily added to the system within the linear structure of the methodology.
The next evolution in software engineering methodology, the Spiral method proposed by Barry Boehm in 1986, accounted for the uncovering of additional user requirements in subsequent stages of development after the initial stage of requirements analysis.  The Spiral method reproduces each step of the Waterfall method around each object or event in the application.  User requirements are refined through the entire process of the development life cycle from the initial stage of development until system retirement. (4)  The Spiral model was developed to match the process of object-oriented programming where user commands/events (button click, selection from drop down lists, etc) define the operation of the program.
Web browser based applications allow users access to applications virtually anywhere in the world where an internet connection is available.  Web services offer a convenient and standardized protocol for transferring information over HTTP, the same protocol used by the internet, making it an ideal protocol for the LABTrack API.  Prior to web services, applications communicated on a process-centric approach such as CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture), left the application open to future communication problems if application processes were changed.(5)  Simple Object Access Protocol or SOAP, a set of Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) conventions for invoking code over HTTP, avoids firewall and proxy server interference due to the security risk older Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) imposed on computers offering a ubiquitous and well distributed option for application integration.  SOAP version 1.1 was first proposed to the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) in May of 2000 by a group of industry corporations including: Compaq, HP, IBM, Microsoft, and SAP as an interface that would revolutionize the transfer of information between user interfaces and web services available on the internet. (6)  The XML file is defined as a SOAP message because of the conformance to the SOAP XML Schema.  An example of a correctly formed SOAP envelope is provided below:

Figure 1- SOAP Example

The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file describes a web service by exposing the functions (including input and output variables) available within a web service.  Unlike SOAP, WSDL is not yet a W3C standard, although discussions have begun to endorse WSDL as a W3C standard.  The WSDL contains four major types of elements: portType, message, types, and binding.  The portType element defines the available operations for a web services and the messages (function parameters) that are involved in calling the web services.  The message element describes the function parameter inputs necessary to call a function.  The types element defines the data types used by the web services.  Finally, the binding element defines the message details and protocol format for each port.  The WSDL also defines four types of communications: one-way, request-response, solicit-response, and notification.  The final component of web services is Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) a standard interoperable platform that enables businesses and applications to find and use web services over the internet.  UDDI will not be utilized by this project because only limited access to application will be made available.
B. Current Understanding

“A common problem in pharma companies is that [researchers] don’t know what has been done before” Mark Osbourne Assistant Director of Knowledge Management Millenium Pharmaceuticals, [BioIT World 2003] (1).  Currently, completed paper laboratory notebooks are archived and sent to warehouses where archived data is difficult for scientists to access and can simply be forgotten.  Electronic laboratory notebooks can serve as a mechanism to bridge the gap between storage and active research.  The following areas of development are identified as the most important future development opportunities for ELNs. (6) 
1.)  Web-based Information Systems - Laboratory information systems are increasingly deployed on a browser based platform because of lower deployment and maintenance costs.    Additionally, standard technologies such as web services for .NET applications (a combination of SOAP, WSDL and UDDI), HTML/XML, Java, Javascript and MS.NET) should be leveraged to allow simple and effective distributed communication between applications using standard XML, HTTP and TCP/IP protocol.
2.)  Validation—Systems or business applications must be developed with the knowledge and emphasis that they will need easy computer systems validation of processes by the end consumers.
3.)  Open access to information stored within ELNs is needed for data mining within third party applications such as Excel, Spotfire, or MATLAB is a critical function.  Currently, ELNs allow easy data entry into a system, but lack an efficient system for reporting and searching stored information.  Users need access to pre-defined queries, keyword searching, result, and molecular-based searching to leverage the true power of electronic documentation.
4.) IT Security – Laboratory information systems security at the minimum must ensure:
a. Proof of Identity
b. Proof of document integrity
c. Guarantee of confidentiality
Proof of identity can be ensured through the use of digital or electronic signatures.  Additionally, data integrity must be proven through the use of check sums in the database or third party vendor hash codes such as Sureity or Secrypt.  The unique hash codes generated by a third party algorithm certify the authenticity and time of creation of a document if there is ever a legal or regulatory issue surrounding the integrity of the data/information.  Finally, a combination of data encryption and controlled access will provide confidentiality of the data.




How can an existing electronic laboratory notebook, without an API, utilize web services to expose application functionality in order to exchange information with other software applications used within a laboratory?
D. Intended Research Project

The major task of this thesis project will be to create an application-to-application connectivity between LabTrack and NuGenesis.  Specifically an API for LabTrack will be created to allow data such as reports and instrument data files to be imported into LabTrack from NuGenesis to specific notebook pages designated by the user.  Initially, the project will implement LabTrack in a graduate classroom laboratory to study the use of an ELN.  The implementation of LabTrack within the graduate classroom laboratory will include configuring LabTrack based on user requirements, training students and the course instructor, and providing user support throughout the semester.  Observations during the implementation of LabTrack will be used to identify possible use cases for the LabTrack API.  





A. Materials and instruments

1.)	IUPUI LAN/WAN – The LABTrack application will be installed on a server at a Biotechnology Research Training Facility.  Users will need to access the server across the IUPUI LAN through the Internet Explorer web browser installed on local computers.

2.)	LABTrack application license and server – LABTrack was first released in 1996(9) and is the oldest electronic laboratory notebook still in production.  The ELN features a non-specific interface for text editor input and object embedding within the notebook pages.  Additionally the application ensures data integrity by assigning securities hash code for each signed notebook page generated by a third party application (Sureity) to certify document integrity.  Once the hash code is assigned to a notebook page, the hash code is published publicly, such as in the New York Times, by Sureity to create a record of the hash in the public domain.  The notebook features searching of notebooks using keyword and result fields using either ad hoc or predefined queries.  Access to LABTrack must be available to users both at IUPUI and remotely (off-campus) wherever students have access to a high-speed Internet connection and the applications necessary to operate LABTrack (See Table 1).  LABTrack is deployed on a web based platform within the IUPUI internet.  Remote access to the notebook can be available using the existing IUPUI information technology infrastructure.
3.)	NuGenesis application license and installation – NuGenesis is the industry standard scientific data management system (SDMS) used in the pharmaceutical industry.  NuGenesis acts as an electronic library for electronic records (such as reports and instrumental data) bringing information from a large number of information systems together within a laboratory to a central repository.  Ideally, an SDMS would serve as the central point for the exchange of information between all laboratory information systems.  NuGenesis allows for the long term storage of laboratory electronic records by creating a regulated environment where access is controlled based on user privileges and audit trails record actions that modify, add or delete electronic records.
4.)	Development Software – LABTrack is developed on the Microsoft .NET platform using the Visual Basic programming language and ActiveX   technology.  Visual Studio 2003 with Microsoft .NET v1.1 development environment was used to develop the code for the API.  Additionally, the NuGenesis web service used a combination of Eclipse, Tomcat and Axis to develop and deploy the web service.  Eclipse is an open source java development platform created by the IBM Corporation.  Tomcat is a web server created by the Apache Software Foundation that can deploy Java web services with the use of Axis.  Axis is an extension to the Tomcat web service that deploys web services automatically on the Tomcat web server.  Finally TCPMON, an application distributed with Axis, was used to monitor the exact contents of SOAP envelopes between the web service and the example ASP.NET application.
Application	Purpose
Visual Studio 2003	VB.NET programming IDE
.NET Framework 1.1	Microsoft’s .NET framework (Visual Studio dependency)
Eclipse	Java programming IDE
IIS v 5.1	Microsoft web server
Apache Tomcat 	Apache web server
Axis 1.2.1.1 	Apache web service deployment
Java JRE 1.5.0_06	Java Run Time Environment (Eclipse dependency)
TCPMON	Monitor TCP communications between applications
Table 1 Development Software

5.)	Dependent Software – Support software is needed to open embedded files stored within the LABTrack application.  The following file extensions were supported during the ELN deployment: gif, xls, txt, pdf, pzf, doc, png, and jpg.  In addition, software was needed to print notebook pages to pdf files.  LABTrack requires, at minimum, Windows, eWebEditPro and Microsoft Explorer as well as the software list in table 2 for the opening of embedded files.  Applications used in the research project can be divided into four categories: applications necessary for the use of LABTrack, applications for use with files embedded within notebook pages, an application for printing files to pdf, and a SDMS for archiving and long-term storage of reports and instrument data files.












Table 2, Applications Associated with LABTrack

6.)	 LABTrack Users – The users of this project are the graduate students in the class “Methods in Cell Biology.”  The learning curve for this class was very short given the non-specific word processor interface of LABTrack and the education level of the students.  Users entered experiment details throughout the scientific process including purpose, methods used, observations, and conclusions for all experiments.  The class consists of 12 students and one laboratory instructor.  Initially it was hoped at least 6 (half) of students would adopt the ELN for the semester and give their feedback based on their experience about user acceptance, user requirements and future enhancements.

7.)	User Requirements Decomposition Method:
The Volera method in a nutshell:(10)
Qualities that must be addressed by each category: content/motivation/examples/considerations

1.)	The Purpose of the Product
a.	The user problem or background of the project
b.	Goals of the Product
2.)	Client, Customer and Other Stakeholders
a.	The client is the person(s) paying for the development, and future owner of the delivered product
b.	The customer is the person who will buy the product
c.	Other stakeholders
3.)	User of the Product
a.	The users of the product





d.	Commercial off-the shelf software
e.	Anticipated workplace Environment
f.	How long do the developers have to build the product?
g.	What is the financial budget for the project?
5.)	Naming Conventions and Definitions
6.)	Relevant Facts
7.)	Assumptions
8.)	The Scope of the Product
a.	The context of the work
b.	Work Partitioning
c.	Product Boundary
9.)	Functional and Data Requirements
a.	Functional Requirements – Description of an action the product must take.
b.	Data Requirements
10.)	Look and Feel Requirements
11.)	Usability Requirements
a.	Ease of use











14.)	Maintainability and Portability Requirements
a.	How easy must it be to maintain this product?
b.	Are there special conditions that apply to the maintenance of this product?
c.	How portable must the program be? 
15.)	Security Requirements
a.	Is the product confidential?
b.	File integrity requirements
c.	Audit Requirements
16.)	Cultural and Political Requirements
17.)	Legal Requirements
a.	Does the product fall under the jurisdiction of any law?
b.	Are there any standards with which we must comply?
18.)	Open Issues
19.)	Off-the-Shelf Solutions
a.	Is there a ready-made product that could be bought?
b.	Can ready-made components be used for this product?
c.	Is there something that we could copy?
20.)	New Problems
a.	What problems could the new product cause in the current environment?
b.	Will the new development affect any of the installed systems?
c.	Will any of our existing users be adversely affected by the new development?
d.	What limitations exist in the anticipated implementation environment that may inhibit the new product?
e.	Will the new product create other problems?
21.)	Tasks
a.	What steps have to be taken to deliver the product?
b.	Development phases
22.)	Cutover
a.	What special requirements do we have to get the existing data, and procedures to work for the new product?
b.	What data has to be modified/translated for the new product?
23.)	Risks
a.	What risks do you face when you develop this product?
b.	What contingency plans are you making?
24.)	Costs – The more requirements the larger the cost
25.)	User Documentation
a.	The plan for building the user documentation




A.  LABTrack Implementation

The first phase of the thesis project began with the LABTrack implementation in August of 2005.  Initially LABTrack and personal computers in the BRTC were configured based on the user requirements identified by the course instructor.  The next step of the implementation involved training users on essential use cases.  Users were given a presentation on the use of LABTrack and provided a tutorial for easy reference once they began using the notebook independently.  In the production stage of implementation, troubleshooting problems was the main focus of the project.  Finally, after students finished using the notebook a survey was given to students to evaluate students’ experience using LABTrack.  Throughout the implementation, user requirements and background information about the project was documented in a master project document.  That document can be found in Appendix F.


Figure 2- LABTrack Login Screen

Initially user requirements for the ELN implementation were identified using classroom materials, known user requirements from previous research and guidance from the course director.  Using the Volera method of requirements decomposition, user requirements were clustered into specific areas and qualities or attributes were assigned to each cluster.  As expected, additional user requirements were discovered after the initial planning stage and those requirements were added to a master user requirements document.  Additional user requirements were typically uncovered during troubleshooting for the LABTrack users.  A summary of user requirements is included with the final thesis write-up; see Appendix F: LABTrack User Requirements.  The goal of the implementation was to focus on delivering a successful deployment where there is high user acceptance of the ELN by minimizing problems experienced by the users.
After configuring LABTrack, user training was developed and delivered to the students and instructor of the laboratory.  A tutorial     (See Appendix A) on the use of LABTrack was distributed to the instructor and students and covered essential knowledge such as logging into the system, installing eWebEditPro, accessing LABTrack remotely through the use of a VPN, locking notebook pages (electronically signing-off work), and the disaster recovery plan developed if the system should crash during the semester was discussed.  After covering the essential use cases outlined in the tutorial a demonstration of the notebook was given to the users.  Finally a sign up sheet was distributed for interested students to request an account with the LABTrack notebook.  Involvement with the LABTrack notebook was not compulsory; however, initially every student requested a user account.  User logs showed all but one student logged into the notebook at the beginning of the semester.
Limitations to the LABTrack implementation caused approximately five students to revert back to using a paper notebook during the semester.  The main problems identified by LABTrack users include the inability to document experiment observations at time of completion, LABTrack application instability, and an automatic timeout feature that would log students out of the notebook without notifying users.  Additionally, many users were frustrated because LABTrack did not have the exact same formatting capabilities as Microsoft Word.  Students would begin the write-up of laboratory reports in Microsoft Word to avoid the automatic logout feature of LABTrack.  Once students completed their laboratory reports they would then copy / paste reports into LABTrack.  LABTrack would require students to reformat their work.
A feature of contention with at least one user was the requirement to embed images, files and graphs as embedded objects into notebook pages.  LABTrack, by design, will allow text to be copied and pasted, but all other kinds of information must be added as an embedded object.  The LABTrack application prevents images from being copied and pasted into a notebook page, however, if text is placed before the image when copying and pasting the application will initially allow images to be copied and pasted.  Upon saving the document the user will receive an error message notifying the user that the image could not be uploaded to the server.  The screen prints below demonstrates the problem.  The image below is copied and pasted into the notebook page.


Figure 3- An image that was copied / pasted into LABTrack by placing text before the image


The notebook page was attempted to be saved and the following error message was generated:


Figure 4– Error Message

Unfortunately, the problem and solution was reviewed several times with the student and the practice was not stopped.  Rather, the student insisted that the copy / paste feature should be possible and continued attempting to copy / paste images.  The result of the problem was predetermined because of the defined workflow of LABTrack and the student became frustrated with the inflexibility of the notebook.
LABTrack error logs became an important tool for uncovering problems not reported by users.  Typically, when LABTrack incurs a fatal error the user is logged out and an error message is generated.  The error message is also added to the system audit trail.  A web site (See Appendix E) based on student problem reports and the system error log was developed as a central location where users could quickly locate frequently asked questions with solutions.  After launching the LABTrack Help web page, forced log outs were virtually eliminated.  Throughout the semester new questions were posed by students and the web page served as a useful supplement to the tutorial distributed in class.

Figure 5- Error log report from within LABTrack

Initially, ten students logged into LABTrack at the beginning of the semester, however, usage logs showed five students participated in using the LABTrack notebook throughout the entire semester.  Feedback from the students occurred primarily through email and the course director.
Finally, the students were asked to complete a 16 question survey about their experience with the electronic notebook.  Student responses were almost uniform while discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the notebook.  The results are summarized below:
Disadvantages   
	Users consistently disliked any differences from Microsoft Word.
	Users consistently disliked the application’s automatic logout feature.
	Users would have liked to see an auto save feature added.
	Inconsistent application of embedded file images within notebook pages

Advantages
	Students liked electronically submitting homework and lab reports
	Students enjoyed having electronic copies of their work

B.  LABTrack API Results

The purpose of a Software Developer Kit (SDK) is to make application functionality available programmatically so that applications can be accessed and controlled automatically.  LABTrack and web services are long established products. Exposing functionality in LABTrack with web services was known to be a possibility given the compatibility between Microsoft products of web services and the SQLServer database used by LABTrack.  The focus of the project was directed at identifying the correct functionality to expose using the web service, and finally successfully integrating those functions with a web portal that combines NuGenesis and LABTrack with a single interface.  The following functions were made available to allow files to be embedded into LABTrack.  The functions work by executing either SQL commands or stored procedures within the LABTrack SQLServer database.   The returned data is then serialized back to the users in a format that is compatible with web services.  User permissions to access data are checked and the database is queried for the requested data.  Typically the functions are designed to be used in the following order: Authenticate  getNotebookViews  getNotebooksInView   getNotebookPagesInView   SaveFileToLABTrack
•	SaveFileToLABTrack
The SaveFileToLABTrack function saves a file to a designated LABTrack notebook and notebook page as an embedded object. Inputs: file (byte array), path of file on the local machine including file name (string), LABTrack userID (string) and password (string), notebook page number (integer) and notebook (string)
•	getNotebooksInView
The getNotebooksInView function returns an array of notebooks assigned to a notebookView. Inputs: LABTrack userID (string), password (string) and notebook (string) notebookView (string)
•	Authenticate
The Authenticate function checks if a user can login to LABTrack using a username and password combination. The function returns a 1 if the user and password combination is valid or 0 if the combination is invalid. Inputs: LABTrack userID (string) and password (string)
•	getNotebookViews
The getNotebookViews function returns an array of notebookViews to which a user has update privileges. Inputs: LABTrack userID (string) and password (string)
•	getNotebookPagesInView
The getNotebookPagesInView function returns an array of notebook pages for a notebook assigned to a notebookView. Inputs: LABTrack userID(string), password(string), notebookView(string) and notebook(string)
C.  NuGenesis Web Service

Additional complexity adding to the project, not foreseen when the project was proposed, was the incompatibility of the NuGenesis SDK with Microsoft’s .NET framework.  Initially a Windows based application was developed using VB.NET and the NuGenesis SDK to test compatibility between the systems.  The test application worked as expected, however, the application stopped short of retrieving report data using the getReportsVisualData function from NuGenesis SDK and using the SDK in ASP.NET - both requirements for this thesis project.  Unfortunately, the NuGenesis SDK does not function in either of the cases that were left untested.  The problem of platform compatibility was solved by developing a NuGenesis SDK wrapper using web services and the Java programming language.  The NuGenesis web service enables users to call the NuGenesis SDK from the platform of their choice while allowing the NuGenesis SDK to operate in Java –creating an environment where all systems could operate optimally.  The following NuGenesis SDK functions were exposed using a web service:
Methods

	clearFilter()  Clears the variables for label and filter values  Input: none
	clearProjectSettings()   Clears the variables for filtering, sorting and text Search  Inputs: none
	clearSearch()  Clears the search setting  Input: none
	clearSettings()  Clears the settings variable  Input: none
	clearSort()    Clears the sort order  Input: none
	getCount()    Returns the number of reports found in a search  Input: none
	getErrorMessage()  Translates the NuGenesis error code into a human readable format  Input: Error Code (integer)
	getLocations()   Gets the locations of NuGenesis Servers once a URL has been set.  Input: none
	getReportLink()   Returns a URL for the report selected.  Input: ReportID (integer)
	getReportVisualData()   Returns the visual data of a report for a specified page.  Inputs: ReportID (integer), Report Page Number (integer)
	getServers()    Gets servers at a location.  Inputs: location (string) and url (string)
	getTagLabels()    Returns a list of the metadata tags for reports within a project.  Inputs: none
	getTagValues()  Returns report metadata for reports identified in a search.  Inputs: maximum repots to be returned (integer)
	getUNIFYProjects()  Gets a list of a users UNIFY projects available to a user.  Input: none
	getViews()  Returns a list of the Views available to a user.  Input: project (string)
	getVISIONProjects()  Gets a list of a users VISION projects  Input: none
	loginToServer()    Logs a user into NuGenesis  Inputs: location (string), server (string), username (string), password (string)
	setFilter()   Sets the variables for a search  Inputs: label (string) and filter value (string)
	setSearch()   Clears the variables for text searching and range.  Input: none
	setSort()  Sets the sort order  Inputs: label (string), order (object), and priority (object)
	setURL()  Sets the URL where the NuGenesis web server is found.  Input: URL (string)
	setView()  Sets the variables project and view based user input.  Inputs: project (string) and view (string)

After developing and deploying the NuGenesis web service a web application written with ASP.NET was created to show the integration potential of LABTrack and NuGenesis.  The web portal allows reports from NuGenesis to be located within NuGenesis and uploaded to LABTrack as embedded objects within specific notebook pages selected by the user.  A screenshot of the sample ASP.NET application is provided in on page 3. 
The NG web service was deployed and debugged on a tomcat 5.0.28 web server using Axis 1.2.1 web service deployment tool.  The combination of Apache Tomcat web server and Axis web services deployment tool was chosen because of the availability of simplified web services deployment capabilities.
The process of deploying a web service with Axis involves starting with a java bean (java file) and renaming the file with a jws (java web service) extension while saved in the axis folder of the tomcat web server.  Axis automatically recognizes the deployment of a new web service and generates the necessary class files to complete the deployment.  The automatic deployment feature is convenient; however, web services should only be deployed once with the same name to ensure web service stability.  Fortunately, the axis application is designed to be used as a debugging tool, similar to a compiler such as Eclipse, allowing programming to be added while the web service is deployed.
Serialization of the output data from the NuGenesis SDK was the most challenging aspect of the web service creation.  Standard data types such as strings, objects (2D), string arrays, and byte arrays were required because the web service needed to be available across many different platforms.  For example, the Vector data type is not available within VB.NET framework.  Instead, VB.NET uses a listArray data type for lists that are dynamic in size – the Vector data type will not be understood by the application written in VB.NET.  However, the array data type is available within both platforms (Vectors were copied into arrays before serialization with the web service).  More challenging was serializing a 2D array through the web service and making that 2D array available within ASP.NET.  Unfortunately, the .NET platform does not correctly recognize the 2D array from the Axis web service.  Instead, the .NET platform brings the two dimensional array into the system as an array of arrays.  If each row is extracted as an array the entire two dimensional array can be read and copied into a data table where it is easily understood by the application.
Web services, similar to web pages, are stateless unless cookies or sessions are used to track the state of a user.  Cookies were used to save session information for users so that information would only be passed once per session to the web service.  The NuGenesis web service is designed to instantiate a new cookie when the setURL function is called.  The cookie is returned to the client and saved using a local ASP.NET session variable within a cookie container.  Initially the web service was monitored with the TCPMON application distributed with Axis to ensure the cookies were correctly passed between the web service and client and properly maintaining the session.  A screen shot of the TCPMON application is provided below Figure 5.  The saved cookie container is then passed back to the NuGenesis web service with each additional call to the service.  The use of cookies allowed session variables to be saved, however, only strings could be saved using the “simple sessions” available within Axis.  The COM based object variable was completely rebuilt within each function, because the object could not be saved as a session variable.  The following function getVISIONProjects demonstrates how the web service rebuilds the NGToolkit variable with each function call to the web service.  Parameters such as the username, user password, NuGenesis URL, and location are saved as session variables.  In the case of the getVISIONProjects function, no input variables need to be passed to the function, because all information necessary to execute the function is stored locally on the web service.
    public String [] getVISIONProjects()
  {
    // get projects list
    int retCode = 0;
    Vector list = new Vector();
    Vector list2 = new Vector();
    Vector list3 = new Vector();
    
    try {
    	
        NGToolkit m_tk = new NGToolkit((String)(session.get("url")));
        retCode = m_tk.getServerLocationsList(list);
    	retCode = m_tk.getServersList((String)(session.get("location")), list2);
        retCode = m_tk.loginToServer((String)(session.get("location")), (String)(session.get("server")), (String)(session.get("username")), (String)(session.get("password")));
        retCode = m_tk.getVISIONProjectsList(list3);
    } catch (Exception e) {e.getCause();}
    
    String [] stringList = new String[list3.size()];
    list3.copyInto(stringList);
    session.set("projectType", "V");
        




Figure 6- TCPMON Application used to monitor SOAP communications between the web server and client

D.  LABTrack and NuGenesis Integration

The LABTrack web service and NuGenesis web service were brought together in a single ASP.NET application to demonstrate the potential of integrating both systems.  The diagram below shows how the LABTrack and NuGenesis APIs were used to create a middleware application that passes information between the applications.  The application is capable of transferring NuGenesis reports into LABTrack as embedded objects.















Figure 8- The user interface for the LABTrack and NuGenesis integration written in ASP.NET.


5.   CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, it is possible to expose existing ELN functionality through the use of web services and the Microsoft Visual Studio IDE.  Although web services is an established protocol and is effective at making information from within an application available, it cannot be assumed that information from within an application is structured to easily allow such extensibility.  The web service for LABTrack allows data to be exposed by calling existing stored procedures and SQL commands on the SQLServer database.  However, implementing limiting user access based on user permissions to the queried information was not straight forward.  Additional functions within the LABTrack API, not exposed to developers, were written to check user permissions before the requested information was queried in the database.
Another data structure problem encountered within LABTrack was the assembling of notebook pages from the components within the database.  Embedded objects and the HTML text of the pages are stored separately within the database and are assembled only when the notebook page was rendered within eWebEditPro.  A combination of the difficulty in assembling a complete notebook page and the need to create a NuGenesis web service resulted in the function to create a PDF file from a LABTrack notebook being dropped from the thesis project.  As a result the “print-to-PDF” function was dropped from the project.  A single direction of data flow from NuGenesis to LABTrack was supported in this thesis project allowing NuGenesis reports to be embedded within LABTrack notebook pages.


A.  Overview of findings for the LABTrack Implementation
Defining User Requirements

The implementation of LABTrack found few specific user requirements other than the requirement that the notebook use standard software such as Microsoft Word or Excel.  The user requirement documentation process also discovered that users will be most satisfied when they are given as much control as is possible. (e.g. fonts, margins, and print preview).  Students were consistently disappointed when the operations of LABTrack could not be normalized to those of the applications to which they had become accustomed.  The Volera method proved best at organizing the initial implementation condensing the information required for the project into a single document.  On many occasions it was helpful to reference which file extensions were supported by the LABTrack installation, users and their email addresses.  Finally, the process of defining the different customers and owners of the project by defining the needs, motivation and investment of each player helped the implementation gain focus.  The implementation of LABTrack was much more multidimensional than simply providing an electronic notebook to students.  Documenting the needs of the students, system administrator, class instructor, thesis committee and even the university uncovered the unique motivations for each group.
LABTrack Implementation

The LABTrack implementation was successful, as half of the class used the notebook throughout the semester.  The two largest obstacles encountered by the LABTrack implementation were that usage of the notebook was not compulsory and there was not a great advantage to using the notebook in place of a paper notebook.  Students who used the notebook enjoyed the ability to submit reports and homework electronically.  However, students often needed to duplicate writing their work – first on paper and then transcribing the information into LABTrack.  Despite the added amount of work students remained enthusiastic about the use of electronic notebooks with all four of the respondents in the survey saying electronic laboratory notebooks were the future of laboratory documentation.  Three of the four respondents to the survey found that using an electronic notebook was easier than using a paper notebook.  All of the students who used LABTrack throughout the semester requested additional user control in the notebook.  The most requested feature asked for by students was an extension of the automatic timeout feature where the notebook would automatically log students out of the notebook without warning.  By default the notebook would automatically log users out of the notebook after 1000 seconds.  Often students would work around this problem by first writing their laboratory reports in Microsoft Word and transferring the document once the report was finished.  The practice of using Word as a work around was another example of duplication of work performed by students, costing students additional time and effort.  Additionally, students asked for more control with LABTrack such as the ability to adjust margins and a print preview feature so that adjustments to reports could be made before reports were printed.  In conclusion, the general text editor interface of LABTrack was popular with the students, because their user requirements were met.  However, a more specific electronic notebook or a more standard text editor (Microsoft Word) within LABTrack would have met the user’s needs more effectively with greater time and effort savings for the students.
Overview of findings for the NuGenesis Web Service

Exposing the NuGenesis SDK from a web service proved to be an effective means of making the SDK available across a larger range of programming platforms.  The use of web services was not a certain amount of cost with the SDK performance.   The larger overhead required in sending messages over HTTP and XML makes web services a slower communication standard than COM.  Further complicating efforts, the Axis application would only save string inputs as session variables meaning the COM object communicating with the NuGenesis web server was rebuilt with call of the web service.  Rebuilding the COM object caused much more interaction with the NuGenesis server than should have been necessary, further slowing the web service.  However, the example client application demonstrating the use of the web service was more than reasonably responsive and the client application was not on the same server as the NuGenesis application
B.  Overview of findings for the LABTrack API
LABTrack API Security

The web services interface of the LABTrack API was designed with Visual Studio and deployed for use on an IIS web server.  The API mimics the permissions structure of LABTrack, forcing the user to drill down toward information, starting by logging into the application, recovering user notebookViews  accessing notebooks within a view  and finally finding notebook pages assigned to the selected notebook view.
Overall security in the web service is maintained by executing the authenticate function each time a function is called.  Web services, like web sites, are stateless therefore sessions would need to be maintained to establish a continuous state of the application.  The security of the sessions is more difficult to guarantee and authenticating users with each function call is a clear way of maintaining application security.
The authenticate function works by first retrieving an encrypted password from the SQLServer database based on the username provided.  The password entered by the user is then encrypted using the same encryption key utilized by the database and finally the two encrypted passwords are compared.  If the password entered by the user matches the password in the database the Authenticate function returns a 1; if there is not a match of the two passwords a 0 is returned.
The most important step in maintaining the security of the notebook after authenticating users is filtering the list of NotebookViews to include only those notebooks with update privileges for the user.  The subsequent calls of getting user notebooks and notebook pages within a view do not require filtering because user privileges are maintained at the notebookView level for all users.  LABTrack can assign a notebookView to have either update or view privileges.  
Querying LABTrack from within Web Services

The LABTrack notebook stores all application data directly to a Microsoft SQLServer database.  Information from the database can be retrieved by creating a standard ODBC connection to the database and building a query using either a stored procedure or direct SQL command from within VB.NET and finally executing the query.
The getNotebooksInView and getNotebookPagesInView functions each call custom SQL commands based on the notebookView and notebook selected by the user.  Custom SQL commands were used because stored procedures were not available on the database.
Saving Information to LABTrack using Web Services

Storing information to the SQLServer database was performed using a stored procedure similar in programming to the mechanism of querying information from the database.  Instead of querying the database for information the stored procedure executes an “update” or “insert” SQL statement depending on whether the file is replacing a previous version of a file or adding a new file to the database.
6.   DISCUSSION
A. Limitations of the Study
Limitations of the LABTrack Implementation

The greatest limitation to the LABTrack implementation was the absence of tablet or laptop computers from which the students could have accessed the notebook directly from their laboratory in the BRTC.  Additionally, the entire BRTC has wireless internet access that would have made using the notebook much easier and would have integrated the use of LABTrack more naturally into the workflow of the laboratory exercises.  Science experiments often require observations while experiments are in progress.  By separating the process of performing the experiments and documenting the observations off-line, LABTrack implementation could not meet an important user requirement.
Limitations of the LABTrack API

Currently the LABTrack API only supports the embedding of objects stored within the LABTrack application.  However, importing of information into the notebook already stored within another application such as NuGenesis is a poor use of resources.  Resources could be used more effectively if LABTrack could embed an object by providing a link to the NuGenesis report stored within NuGenesis.  The NuGenesis SDK provides a function that exposes a report URL that can be used to directly retrieve reports stored in NuGenesis.  The NuGenesis web service created for this project also exposes the function getReportLink to recognize the importance of this function.  If the NuGenesis report URL could be stored in LABTrack in place of an embedded object a more efficient use of the two systems would be created.
Limitations of the NuGenesis Web Service

The greatest shortcoming of the NuGenesis web service is the large resource overhead required with each call of the web service.  If the NuGenesis COM object variable could be saved as a session variable within Axis the speed of the web service would be improved and the resource needed to use the web service lessened.  Additionally, the web service would be much more easily extensible to the remaining SDK functions and error codes returned by the web service would be more easily trapped.
B.  Recommendations for Future Research
Recommendations for the LABTrack API

One of the most significant addition for the LABTrack API includes adding another dimension of communication with a print-to-PDF function.  If LABTrack notebooks were printed into a PDF format the PDF files could be uploaded into NuGenesis for long term storage.  Additional research possibilities include a function to create new notebooks, a function to apply templates to notebook pages, a function to distribute results stored within the LABTrack results table with third party a LIMS system.  Finally, functionality could be added so that embedded objects would be stored within an XML file to enable searchable metadata to be stored with the object in the database.  The web service platform on which the API is built will allow all of these features to be added if they are needed.  The future possibilities listed above, with the exception of transmitting results to a LIMS system, are currently available features within LABTrack.  Functionality already within the notebook will have stored procedures and application code already written by the vendor, further decreasing development time.
Recommendation for the NuGenesis Web Service
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Appendix A – LABTrack User Tutorial

LABTrack – Electronic Laboratory Notebook Tutorial

1.)	Acquire a USER ID and password by using the sign-up available in class today.

2.)	Log onto LABTrack at: 10.235.207.8/LABTrack200 (​10.235.207.8​/​LabTrack200​)
i.	If the entire webpage does not appear eWebEditPro must installed locally on the PC.  To install eWebEditPro use the hyperlink at the bottom of the webpage and follow the instructions in the dialog boxes.  
ii.	Use the eWebEditPro available from the LABTrack website.  Other versions of eWebEditPro may not be compatible with LABTrack.

3.)	LABTrack is available on and off campus using a VPN connected to the IUPUI network (A broadband connection is recommended).  A tutorial on how to install a VPN to the IUPUI network for a variety of OSs is available at: http://support.iupui.edu/vpn/ (​http:​/​​/​support.iupui.edu​/​vpn​/​​)

4.)	eWebEditPro is similar to Microsoft word.  Copy / Paste can be done through the icon buttons within LABTrack.  The shortcut CNTR + Z (Your last delete will be undone).

5.)	After completing a notebook page it should be locked (look for the padlock icon) by the analyst.  Once the page is locked Dr. Sanghani will be able to view the notebook page.
a.	Notebook pages in LABTrack are boundless and are not limited to a standard size- one lab can be organized onto one notebook “page.”

6.)	Disaster Recovery Plan - LABTrack information will be backed up to a remote site.  Notebook pages can be printed by the analyst to keep as hard copy or a print to file program such as Primopdf (freeware) will convert the notebook page to a pdf file.
  	
7.)	Report technical problems to: 
      Nathan Roberts 
      Email: nwrobert@iupui.edu (​mailto:nwrobert@iupui.edu​) 
      Phone Number:  809-1919


Appendix B- LABTrack Users Survey and Results

G823 LABTrack Usability Survey Questions and Reponses

1.)	Did you use LABTrack during the semester?






















Yes, I  preferred to send my assignments electronically rather than printing out everything, but the Labtrack notebook had some problems.
Somewhat.  Not having a paper notebook to worry about, and not having to copy pages to hand in is very nice.
Yes

4.)	What would make LABTrack better or easier for recording and retrieving information?

Q4
The embedded files are had to access, I would have the file open by double clicking the embedded object in the text field.  Importing things from word screws up the tabs and other object settings, make it compatible with Word.  Autosave before timing out.
I would like to have the print-preview feature.  Sometimes a heading to a new section will be at the bottom of a page, instead of at the top of a new page.
Support for symbol shortcuts needs implementation.  Having to select a symbol from a drop-down menu is far too tedious.  Also, the ability to stretch and move pictures in the document would be handy.
simple cut and pasting and embedding






I had to type all of my assignments in Word or Excell and then copy into LABTrack, because often LABTrack would log me out after I tried to save information, and I would loose what I typed. Getting logged out when I tried to save, was a big problem.  I would also like to be able to delete an embedded object, if I later decided I needed to change something in my embedded object.
None.  All uses are there, although implementation could be better.
The embedded objects should not be embedded in the text space making disturbing the indendation of the text.

Could not cut and paste diagrams drawn on word (with arrows,etc)

Had to do spacing and adjustments on the lab track once again.

Page breaks are required.

6.)	Did you feel confident that LABTrack would reliably store your important information such as lab reports and homework? 
a.	Please give examples of unreliable behavior if applicable.

Q6
No.  I locked a document when I was finished and when the professor retrieved it is was a previous version.  I showed her the locked version in my account to show it was different from the graded copy.
I didn't seem to have any problems with retrieving anything once it was saved.  The problem was getting logged out when I tried to save,and loosing what I had typed.  Another thing that could be improved is the time that it takes to go through the "Cleaning Tags" or checking "html".  








I just simply tryed to avoid the problem of getting logged out, but first typing my data into Word, and then copying.
Yes.













































12.)	How did you find the tree layout  (notebook navigation on the left hand side of the screen) of notebook, notebooks pages and embedded objects to navigate?

a.	Easy - Worked just like Windows Explorer!
b.	Indifferent - It got the job done
c.	Difficult - Too much information in one place...

Q12
Easy - Worked just like Windows Explorer!
Indifferent - It got the job done
Indifferent - It got the job done
Easy - Worked just like Windows Explorer!

13.)	What time period would you place this software as being developed based on the graphical design and color schema?

a.	Very Modern - 2004 or 2005   
b.	Modern (1995-2003)- This software survived the dot bust
c.	Ancient (1980-1994)- I bet this software ran on a Commodore 64

Q13
Modern (1995-2003)- This software survived the dot bust

Modern (1995-2003)- This software survived the dot bust
Modern (1995-2003)- This software survived the dot bust








































Appendix C – LABTrack API Tutorial
Introduction 

The purpose of the LABTrack API is to support embedding files into LABTrack from secondary applications.
The first function listed below SaveFileToLABTrack saves file (transmitted through the web service as a byte array) to a specified notebook and notebook page.  User permissions are checked in this process of embedding the file to ensure that a user has update privileges to a notebook and notebook page before the file is embedded.
To ensure that good parameters are passed to the application four additional functions are included with the API.  These function mirror the permissions structure within LABTrack:  Authenticate  NotebookView  Notebook  Notebook Pages.  The Authenticate function performs a pre-check of a LABTrack username / password combination to ensure that user’s credentials will be accepted when requesting notebookViews, notebooks, and notebook pages available to the user.  Selecting a NotebookViews is necessary because a user may not have update or view privileges to an entire notebook.  An important note of clarification is that a notebookView is designated with either update or view privileges - a combination of update and view permissions within a single view is not possible.  Additionally, functions are available to return the notebooks and and notebook pages assigned to a NotebookView.  An explanation of each function is provided below along with the required input fields.
	SaveFileToLABTrack (​http:​/​​/​localhost​/​LabTrackAPI​/​LabTrackAPI.asmx?op=SaveFileToLabTrack​) 
The SaveFileToLABTrack function saves a file to a designated LABTrack notebook and notebook page as an embedded object. Inputs: file (byte array), path of file on the local machine including file name(string), LABTrack userID(string) and password(string), notebook page number(integer) and notebook(string)
	getNotebooksInView (​http:​/​​/​localhost​/​LabTrackAPI​/​LabTrackAPI.asmx?op=getNotebooksInView​) 
The getNotebooksInView function returns an array of notebooks assigned to a notebookView. Inputs: LABTrack userID(string), password(string) and notebook(string) notebookView(string)
	Authenticate (​http:​/​​/​localhost​/​LabTrackAPI​/​LabTrackAPI.asmx?op=Authenticate​) 
The Authenticate function checks if a user can login to LABTrack using a username and password combination. The function returns a 1 if the user and password combination is valid or 0 if the combination is invalid. Inputs: LABTrack userID(string) and password(string)
	getNotebookViews (​http:​/​​/​localhost​/​LabTrackAPI​/​LabTrackAPI.asmx?op=getNotebookViews​) 
The getNotebookViews function returns an array of notebookViews to which a user has update privelages. Inputs: LABTrack userID(string) and password(string)

	getNotebookPagesInView (​http:​/​​/​localhost​/​LabTrackAPI​/​LabTrackAPI.asmx?op=getNotebookPagesInView​) 
The getNotebookPagesInView function returns an array of notebook pages for a notebook assigned to a notebookView. Inputs: LABTrack userID(string), password(string), notebookView(string) and notebook(string)








1.)	Create a new ASP.NET application in Visual Studio.  
2.)	From within the solution explorer right click on the web references  Add web reference  In the URL: field enter: http://localhost/LABTrackAPI/LABTrackAPI.asmx (​http:​/​​/​localhost​/​LabTrackAPI​/​LabTrackAPI.asmx​) 
3.)	Change the Web Reference name to LABTrackAPI.




5.)	From the Toolbox  Web Forms  Drag two text boxes, one drop down list, one label, and one button to the design view of WebForm1.
6.)	Rename the objects for easier reference for example
a.	Rename the text boxes: txtUserID and txtUserPW
b.	Rename the drop drop list ddlViews
c.	Rename the label lblMessageOut
d.	Rename the button btnLogin
7.)	Two additional labels next to the text boxes should be added designating txtUserID as Username and txtUserPW as Password.  Rename btnLogin to Login.
8.)	Double click the Login button  copy and paste the following into the sub routine created:

Dim output As Integer
Dim serv = New LABTrackAPI.LABTrackAPI
‘Declares a new instance of the web service
      Dim ViewOutput As Array
      ‘ViewOutput will collect the output of the Authenticate function
  
      Dim ViewOutputList As ArrayList

      ddl_NotebookViews.Items.Clear()
      
      output = serv.Authenticate(txtUserID.Text, txtUserPW.Text)

      If output = 0 Then
lblMessageOut.Text = "No Connection established!"        ElseIf output = 1 Then
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Success!
      ViewOutput = serv.getNotebookViews(txtUserID.Text, txtUserPW.Text)
      
		‘Output is copied into an ArrayList
            Dim i As Integer
            Dim ViewOutputStr(ViewOutput.Length - 1) As String
            ViewOutput.CopyTo(ViewOutputStr, 0)

            i = 0
            Do While i < ViewOutputStr.Length
		    ‘Output is copied into a drop down list
                ddl_NotebookViews.Items.Add(CStr(i))
                ddl_NotebookViews.Items.Item(i).Text = ViewOutputStr(i)
                i = i + 1
            Loop

    End If

9.)	Save and Press F5 (or Debug  Start) to run the application.
10.)	Enter your LABTrack username and password.  Press Login  a list of available notebookViews will be returned in the dropdown list.
11.)	Add two additional dropdownlists to the design view of Webform1  rename the two drop downlists:
a.	ddlNotebooks
b.	ddlPages
12.)	Add two additional buttons to the design view of Webform1  rename the two drop downlists:
a.	btnNotebooks
b.	btnPages
13.)	Double click btnNotebooks  Copy and Paste the code below into the subroutine:

  Dim ViewOutput As Array
        Dim i As Integer
	  Dim serv As new LABTrackAPI.LABTrackAPI

        ddl_NotebookPages.Items.Clear()
        ddl_Notebooks.Items.Clear()

        If ddl_NotebookViews.Enabled = False Then

            If ddl_NotebookViews.SelectedIndex >= 0 Then
ViewOutput = serv.getNotebooksInView(txtUserID.Text, txtUserPW.Text, ddl_NotebookViews.Items.Item(ddl_NotebookViews.SelectedIndex).Text)
                Dim ViewOutputStr(ViewOutput.Length - 1) As String
                ViewOutput.CopyTo(ViewOutputStr, 0)
                i = 0
                Do While i < ViewOutputStr.Length
                    ddl_Notebooks.Items.Add(CStr(i))
                    ddl_Notebooks.Items.Item(i).Text = ViewOutputStr(i)
                    i = i + 1
                Loop
            Else
                lblMessageOut.Text = "Please Select a NotebookView from the drop down list!"
            End If
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Please Select A Notebook View!"
        End If
14.)	Double click btnPages   copy and paste the code below into the subroutine:

        Dim service As New Service1
        Dim ViewOutput As ArrayList
        Dim i As Integer

        If ddl_Notebooks.Enabled = False Then

            ddl_NotebookPages.Items.Clear()

If ddl_NotebookViews.SelectedIndex >= 0 
And ddl_Notebooks.SelectedIndex >= 0 Then

ViewOutput = service.NotebookPagesInView(ddl_NotebookViews.Items.Item(ddl_NotebookViews.SelectedIndex).Text, ddl_Notebooks.Items.Item(ddl_Notebooks.SelectedIndex).Text)

i = 0
Do While i < ViewOutput.Count
      ddl_NotebookPages.Items.Add(CStr(i))
      ddl_NotebookPages.Items.Item(i).Text = CStr(ViewOutput(i))
      i = i + 1
      Loop
      Else

 lblMessageOut.Text = 
"Please select both a Notebook View and Notebook from the lists!"

      End If
      Else

     lblMessageOut.Text = "Please Select A Notebook!"
   End If

 
15.)	Save the project  Press F5 (or Debug  Start)  Check to ensure that each dropdown list is populated once the corresponding button is pressed.
16.)	Select Toolbox  HTML   drag one “file field” into Webform1
17.)	Select Toolbox   HTML   drag one button onto Webform1   rename the button “Embed File”
18.)	Double click btnNotebooks  Copy and Paste the code below into the subroutine:
'  Dim OpenFileDialog1 As New System.Windows.Forms.OpenFileDialog

        Dim filePath As String

        Dim strEmbeddedFileServerPath As String
        'Dim myFile As System.Web.UI.HtmlControls.HtmlInputFile

        If ddl_NotebookPages.Enabled = False Then

            If txtUserID.Text = "" Then
                lblMessageOut.Text = "Please Enter UserID"
            ElseIf txtUserPW.Text = "" Then
                lblMessageOut.Text = "Please Enter Password for UserID: " & txtUserID.Text
            ElseIf ddl_NotebookViews.SelectedIndex = -1 Then
                lblMessageOut.Text = "Please Select a NotebookView"
            ElseIf ddl_Notebooks.SelectedIndex = -1 Then
                lblMessageOut.Text = "Please Select a Notebook"
            ElseIf ddl_NotebookPages.SelectedIndex = -1 Then
                lblMessageOut.Text = "Please select a Notebook Page"
            Else
                If serv.Authenticate(txtUserID.Text, txtUserPW.Text) = 1 Then
                    If myFile.Value = "" Then
                        lblMessageOut.Text = "Please select a file to embed"
                    Else
                        filePath = myFile.Value

                        Dim fs As New System.IO.FileStream(myFile.Value, IO.FileMode.Open, IO.FileAccess.Read, IO.FileShare.ReadWrite)
                        Dim b(CInt(fs.Length()) - 1) As Byte
                        fs.Read(b, 0, b.Length)
                        fs.Close()

                        lblMessageOut.Text = serv.SaveFileToLABTrack(b, filePath, txtUserID.Text, txtUserPW.Text, CInt(ddl_NotebookPages.Items.Item(ddl_NotebookPages.SelectedIndex).Text), ddl_Notebooks.Items.Item(ddl_Notebooks.SelectedIndex).Text, ddl_NotebookViews.Items.Item(ddl_NotebookViews.SelectedIndex).Text)
                        lblMessageOut.Text += "Got this far..."
                    End If
                Else
                    lblMessageOut.Text = "UserID/Password Incorrect, User could not be authenticated"
                End If
            End If
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Please Select A Notebook Page!"








The resulting application will successfully upload files from the local computer to a specified notebook page within LABTrack.  Note that the SaveFileToLABTrack could accept any file as a Byte Array.  Report and instrument files originating in other laboratory information systems could be substituted for the local file uploaded in this example application.  The LABTrack and NuGenesis integration demonstrates how a file can be serialized as a Byte array directly from a third party application into LABTrack.






This document will act as a tutorial for the implementation, use and description of the NuGenesis (v6) web service that invokes the NuGenesis SDK.  The NuGenesis SDK was wrapped into a java based web service to allow greater platform and programming language interoperability.  Specifically the NuGenesis SDK was created to support functionality within the .NET 2003 framework.  This tutorial will first provide a description of each function exposed by the web service; second provide sample code written in VB.NET for each of the functions, and finally a brief description of VB.NET programming concepts that must be utilized to correctly operate the NuGenesis web service will be provided.  This tutorial, when executed from start to finish, will create a working application that uses every function available within the web service.  

Every effort was made to make the web service mimic the .COM interface distributed by the Waters Corporation; however, not all functionality could be transferred exactly.







	clearFilter()  Clears the variables for label and filter values Input: none
	clearProjectSettings()   Clears the variables for filtering, sorting and text Search.  Inputs: none
	clearSearch()  Clears the search setting. Input: none
	clearSettings()  Clears the settings variable.  Input: none
	clearSort()    Clears the sort order Input: none
	getCount()    Returns the number of reports found in a search  Input: none
	getErrorMessage()  Translates the NuGenesis error code into a human readable format Input: Error Code (integer)
	getLocations()   Gets the locations of NuGenesis Servers once a URL has been set.  Input: none 
	getReportLink()   Returns a URL for the report selected.  Input: ReportID (integer)
	getReportVisualData()   Returns the visual data of a report for a specified page.  Inputs: ReportID (integer), Report Page Number (integer)
	getServers()    Gets servers at a location  Inputs: location (string) and url (string)
	getTagLabels()    Returns a list of the metadata tags for reports within a project.  Inputs: none
	getTagValues()  Returns report metadata for reports identified in a search.  Inputs: maximum repots to be returned (integer)
	getUNIFYProjects()  Gets a list of a users UNIFY projects available to a user. Input: none
	getViews()  Returns a list of the Views available to a user.  Input: project (string)
	getVISIONProjects()  Gets a list of a users VISION projects Input: none
	loginToServer()    Logs a user into NuGenesis Inputs: location (string), server (string), username (string), password (string)
	setFilter()   Sets the variables for a search Inputs: label (string) and filter value (string)
	setSearch()   Clears the variables for text searching and range.  Input: none
	setSort()  Sets the sort order Inputs: label (string), order (object), and priority (object)
	setURL()  Sets the URL where the NuGenesis web server is found.  Input: URL (string)
	setView()  Sets the variables project and view based user input.  Inputs: project (string) and view (string)

Step 0:  Visual Studio Project Creation / Environment Setup

Toolkit:  The following section explains the ASP.NET programming that will be used throughout this tutorial:

1.)	Create a new ASP.NET application using VS 2003 – name the project appropriately.

2.)	Solution Explorer  Double click file “WebForm1.aspx”   copy / paste the following code into the function created  
      
        Session("NGWebService ") = New NGWebService.ConverterService
        Session("Cookie") = New System.Net.CookieContainer
        Session("LABTrackAPI ") = New LABTrackAPI.LABTrackAPI

These three variables are local session variables that will be maintained by the ASP.NET locally.





This will enable this ASP.NET application to have the same access to local files as the user signed into Windows.  Without this feature users will only have access to the directory in which the application resides.

4.)	Adding a web service to a project:  
Solution Explorer  Web References  (right click) select Add Web Reference  enter the URL for the web service  rename the web service (default is localhost) NGWebservice   Click OK  The web service is now accessible to the ASP.NET application.


5.)	The web service begins a new session each time the setURL function is called; meaning the web service returns a cookie in the SOAP response of the set URL method.  That cookie must be stored as a local session variable and returned with each subsequent call to the web service.  The following commands demonstrate how the session can be maintained.  The following commands will be placed in the subroutine calling the setURL method.  This section gives an explanation of call.  The example code for the setURL method includes the code identified below.

a.	Declare a cookie container in which the cookie will be stored.
i.	Dim Cookie As New System.Net.CookieContainer
b.	Add a cookie container to the instance of the web service created in step 2.
i.	 service.CookieContainer = New System.Net.CookieContainer 
c.	Declare a local session variable within the ASP.NET application where the cookie will be stored for later use.
i.	Session("SessionID") = New System.Net.CookieContainer
d.	Set the local session variable Session("SessionID") to the value of the cookie returned by the web service.
i.	  Cookie = service.CookieContainer
                                              Session("SessionID") = Cookie
6.)	The local session variable “SessionID” created in step three must be added to each declaration of the web service in every subsequent method call.  
i.	
service.CookieContainer = CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)


Step 1: Creation of the User Interface

The interface of the example application will take the format of the example below:





The following components should be placed on Webform1

1.	Six textboxes: labeled txtURL, txtUsername, txtUserPW, txtFilter, txtSearch, txtCount
2.	Seven drop down lists: labeled ddlServer, ddlProjects, ddlViews, ddlLabels, ddlOrder, ddlPriority, ddlRange
3.	18 Buttons labeled: btnURL, btnLocation, btnUpdate, btnLogin, btnUnify, btnVision, btnSetViews, btnGetViews, btnGetServers, btnGetTags, btnSetFilter, btnClearFilter, btnSetSort, btnClearSort, btnClearSettings, btnSetSearch, btnGetCount, btnClearSearch.

Arrange the textboxes, dropdown lists, and buttons as in the example at the top of the page.  

The tutorial from this part can be divided into three sections: the first section envolves logging onto NuGenesis and retrieving a project folder, the second section will cover searching a project folder, and finally a third section will deal with manipulating reports once it is found in a search.  


Step 2 – Adding application coding for specific events

Section 1 logging onto NuGenesis and retrieving project folders:

1.)	Double click the button labeled “Set URL” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:


        Dim output As Integer
        Dim service As New NGWebSerice.NGWebService

        service.CookieContainer = New System.Net.CookieContainer
        output = service.setURL(txtURL.Text)
        Cookie = service.CookieContainer
  
‘Set the cookie sent by the Web Service as a local cookie            ‘maintains the session throughout the program.

  Session("SessionID") = New System.Net.CookieContainer
        Session("SessionID") = Cookie

        lblMessageOut.Text = output 
    
2.)	Double click the button labeled “Get Locations” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:

                Dim locations As Object

        service.CookieContainer = Cookie
        service.CookieContainer = Session("SessionID")

        locations = service.getLocations()

        Dim retCode As Integer
        
        ddlLocations.Items.Clear()
        
        Dim i As Integer
        For i = 0 To locations.Length - 1
            ddlLocations.Items.Add(CStr(locations(i)))
        Next i
        ddlLocations.SelectedIndex = 0

3.)	Double click the button labeled “Get Servers” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:

  Dim locations As Object

  service.CookieContainer = 
        CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)
               
      locations = 
service.getServers(ddlLocations.SelectedItem.Text, "")

        ddlServers.Items.Clear()
       
        Dim i As Integer
        For i = 0 To locations.Length - 1
            ddlServers.Items.Add(CStr(locations(i)))
        Next i
        ddlServers.SelectedIndex = 0

4.)	Double click the button labeled “Login” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:

        Dim login As String

        service.CookieContainer = 
        CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)

        Dim retCode As Integer
        retCode = 1

        login = service.loginToServer(ddlLocations.SelectedItem.Text,         ddlServers.SelectedItem.Text, txtUsername.Text, txtPassword.Text)
        lblMessageOut.Text = 
        service.getErrorMessage(CType(login, Integer))
        lblMessageOut.Text += login

5.)	Double click the button labeled “Get VISION Projects” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:

Dim projects As Object

      service.CookieContainer = 
CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)

      projects = service.getVISIONProjects()

      ddlProjects.Items.Clear()

      Dim i As Integer
      For i = 0 To projects.Length - 1
          ddlProjects.Items.Add(CStr(projects(i)))
      Next i
       ddlProjects.SelectedIndex = 0

6.)	Double click the button labeled “Get UNIFY Projects” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:

        Dim projects As Object

        service.CookieContainer = 
        CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)

        Dim retCode As Integer
        retCode = 1

        projects = service.getUNIFYProjects(txtURL.Text, ddlLocations.SelectedItem.Text, ddlServers.SelectedItem.Text, txtUsername.Text, txtPassword.Text)

        ddlServers.Items.Clear()

        Dim i As Integer
        For i = 0 To projects.Length - 1
            ddlServers.Items.Add(CStr(projects(i)))
        Next i
        ddlProjects.SelectedIndex = 0

7.)	Double click the button labeled “Get Views” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:

        Dim locations As Object

        service.CookieContainer = 
        CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)

        Dim retCode As Integer
        retCode = 1

        locations = service.getViews(ddlProjects.SelectedItem.Text)

        ddlViews.Items.Clear()

        Dim i As Integer
        For i = 0 To locations.Length - 1
            ddlViews.Items.Add(CStr(locations(i)))
        Next i
        ddlViews.SelectedIndex = 0

8.)	Double click the button labeled “Set Views” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:

  Dim locations As Object

        service.CookieContainer = 
  CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)

        Dim retCode As Integer
        retCode = 1

        retCode = 
service.setView(ddlProjects.SelectedItem.Text,ddlViews.SelectedItem.Text)

        If retCode = 0 Then
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Set Working View"
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Failed to set working view."
        End If

9.)	Double click the button labeled “Get Tag Labels” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:
        
        Dim locations As Object
        service.CookieContainer = 
        CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)
        Session("results") = New DataTable
        Dim retCode As Integer
        Dim labels As Object
        Session("results").Clear()
        Session("results").Columns.Clear()

        Dim Headers As DataRow

        InitDisplay()

        retCode = -1
        ddlLabels.Items.Clear()
        labels = service.getTagLabels()
        
        If Not labels.Length = 0 Then

            Dim k As Integer

            For k = 0 To labels.Length - 1
                Dim dc As New DataColumn
                dc.ColumnName = labels(k)
                Session("results").Columns.Add(dc)
            Next k

            dgResults.DataSource = Session("results")
            dgResults.DataBind()

            Dim i As Integer
            For i = 0 To labels.Length - 1
                ddlLabels.Items.Add(CStr(labels(i)))
            Next i
            ddlLabels.SelectedIndex = 0





        Dim retCode As Integer

      retCode = 
      service.setFilter(ddlLabels.SelectedItem.Text, txtFilter.Text)

        If retCode = 0 Then
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Filter Set"
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Error setting filter"
     End If





        Dim retCode As Integer

        retCode = service.clearFilter()

        If retCode = 0 Then
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Filter Set"
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Error setting filter"
        End If





        Dim retCode As Integer

        retCode = 
service.setSort(ddlLabels.SelectedItem.Text, ddlOrder.SelectedItem.Text, ddlPriority.SelectedItem.Text)

        If retCode = 0 Then
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Filter Set"
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Error setting filter"
     End If





      Dim retCode As Integer

      retCode = service.clearSort()

        If retCode = 0 Then
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Filter Set"
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Error setting filter"
     End If

14.)	Double click the button labeled “Clear Project Settings” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:

service.CookieContainer = CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)
      Dim retCode As Integer

      retCode = service.clearProjectSettings()

        If retCode = 0 Then
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Filter Set"
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Error setting filter"
     End If




      Dim retCode As Integer

      retCode = 
      service.setSearch(txtSearch.Text, ddlRange.SelectedItem.Text)

        If retCode = 0 Then
            lblMessageOut.Text = "search set"
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Error setting search"
        End If





        Dim retCode As Integer
        txtCount.Text = service.getCount





      Dim retCode As Integer

        retCode = service.clearSearch()

        If retCode = 0 Then
            lblMessageOut.Text = "search cleared"
        Else
            lblMessageOut.Text = "Error clearing search"
        End If


Step 3 – Compiling and Running the Application

The application can now be saved, compiled and run by selecting “Debug  Run” or simply pressing F5.  If errors are encountered the user should carefully review Step 0 – Setting up the Environment to check to ensure the application environment was properly initialized.  The application is designed to be executed in the following sequence SetURL  getLocation  getServers  Login   getUNIFYProjects or getVISIONProjects  setFilter  setSort  setSearch (e.g. enter “1”)  getCount 


Step 4 – Retrieving report metadata, visual information and the NuGenesis Report URL

1.)	The following components should be placed on Webform1 below the user interface created in Step 1.

1.	One DataGrid: labeled dgResults
2.	One drop down list labeled -  ddlReportID




2.)	Double click the button labeled “Get Tag Values” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:

Dim locations As Object
      service.CookieContainer = 
      CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)

        Dim retCode As Integer
        Dim rspCount As Long
        retCode = 0
        rspCount = 1
        Dim reports As Array

        Dim ltidColumn As Long
        Dim TagValues As Array
        dgResults.Columns.Clear()

        Session("results").Rows.Clear()
        TagValues = service.getTagValues(10)

        If (retCode = 0) And (rspCount <> 0) Then

            Dim j As Integer
            Dim NextRow As DataRow

            For j = LBound(TagValues, 1) To UBound(TagValues, 1)
                Dim reportRow As String()
                reportRow = CType(TagValues(j), String())
                NextRow = Session("results").NewRow()
                Dim i As Integer
                For i = 0 To reportRow.Length - 1 
                    NextRow.Item(i) = CStr(reportRow.GetValue(i))
              If i = 0 Then                        ddlReportIDs.Items.Add(CStr(reportRow.GetValue(i)))
                    End If
                Next i
                Session("results").Rows.Add(NextRow)
            Next j

            dgResults.DataSource = Session("results")
            dgResults.DataBind()

3.)	Double click the button labeled “Get Report Visual Data” copy and paste the following code into the sub routine created:


            Dim n As Integer
            n = Session("results").Columns.IndexOf("ID")
            
Dim filepath As String
       	Dim o() As Byte
 filepath = "C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\NGWebServiceTester\NGReports\Report" & CInt(ddlReportIDs.Items.Item(ddlReportIDs.SelectedIndex).Text) 
& ".jpeg"
        service.CookieContainer = 
  CType(Session("SessionID"), System.Net.CookieContainer)
o = service.getReportVisualData(ddlReportIDs.Items.Item(ddlReportIDs.SelectedIndex).Text)


















G823: Methods in Cell Biology

Online Help Page
The purpose of this webpage is to provide a concise reference to the resources available for LABTrack. Many questions were posed by the faculty and students in the class covering LABTrack functionality, possibilities and limitations. The intention of this website is to provide links and, list questions and solutions about the LABTrack application and the associated software.
Documentation and Related Software Available:
	LABTrack Tutorial (​http:​/​​/​10.235.207.8​/​G823​/​LabTrackTutorial.doc​) (distributed in class 8/25/05) 
	eWebEditPro documentation (​http:​/​​/​www.ektron.com​/​software​/​released​/​ewebeditproxml​/​v42​/​userguide.pdf​) (eWebEditPro is the text editor utilized by LABTrack the documentation is useful to understand software possibilities, limitations and differences from Microsoft Word) 
	LABTrack Company Website (​http:​/​​/​www.labtrack.com​) 
	PrimoPDF download (​http:​/​​/​www.primopdf.com​) (print notebook pages into PDF format) 
Questions and Solutions: (most recent questions will appear first in the list)
(updated 10/2/2005)
Q: Why can't I login back into LABTrack once I have exited the program?
A: Each login is based on a session ID generated from the web browser. Only one login per session ID is allowed. To generate a new session ID all browser windows must be closed and the browser restarted.
Q: I wanted to know how the locking system works. Does it lock page wise? Can the instructor view other saved pages if I locked the first two pages?
A: No, Dr. Sanghani only has access to your notebook page after the page is locked. Once the page is locked Dr. Sanghani receives viewing and update privileges for the notebook page. The update privileges allow Dr. Sanghani to give feedback on your homework and reports. Locking a notebook page applies only to the notebook page selected. Other notebook pages that are not locked will not be available to Dr. Sanghani.
Q: Is LABTrack LINUX or MAC compatible?
A: No, LABTrack requires the use of eWebEditPro v4.2, which is only available for Windows operating systems.
Q: I copied and pasted my laboratory report from Word into LABTrack, however not all of my report is visible and parts of the report are hidden behind the frames in LABTrack.  How can I correct these problems?
A: Ensure that the margins in Word are set to their default values. Word by default uses one inch margins, if the margins are adjusted to less than one inch not all of the text will be viewable in LABTrack.
Q: What version of Internet Explorer should I use and are other browsers compatible with LABTrack?
A: LABTrack works best with Internet Explorer (IE) Version 6. Other browsers may work, but users should use IE 6 if possible. Download the latest version of Internet Explorer to ensure compatibility. (click here) (​http:​/​​/​www.microsoft.com​/​windows​/​ie​/​downloads​/​default.mspx" \l "ENC​)
Q: I have embedded objects in LABTrack, but they are not loading correctly.
A: For LABTrack embedded objects to work correctly the following setting must be enabled:
Start (right click) --> Explore --> Tools (menu option) --> Folder Options --> Select tab "File Types" --> (lower right-hand corner ) Advanced --> The check box "Confirm open after download" should be unchecked
Additionally, the following file extensions have been enabled for LABTrack in the BRTC 321 computer cluster: gif, xls, txt, ppt, pzf, doc, png, jpg. If you know of any other file extensions in use please e-mail me, Nathan Roberts, at nwrobert@iupui.edu, so that the BRTC computers can be updated for all students.
Q: I tried printing an embedded object with PrimoPDF, but the output was of poor quality. How can I take this data with me after the class?
A: PrimoPDF isn't the best solution for saving embedded file data. Open the file --> Select "File" --> "Save As" --> save to a local drive".
	Special Case: Images (jpg and gif files) will open in a browser window, right click on the image and select "Save Picture As" --> Select Directory --> Enter File Name --> Save. 
Q: The application goes through some odd un-formatting as far as sentence numbering once text is copied and pasted from Word.  Is this normal?
A: Yes, this is normal for LABTrack. eWebEditPro is an HTML driven text editor and not all formatting from Word can be transfered into LABTrack. Experimentation with the copy/paste function is the best way to discover what formatting can be transfered.
Q: Is there any good tutorial online for using the (LABTrack)? (not that the basics are that tough, just for some of the fine points.)
A: LABTrack has a help function available (Help --> LABTrack Help) which is good for general information. To understand the fine points of the editor in LABTrack visit the eWebEditPro documentation (​http:​/​​/​www.ektron.com​/​software​/​released​/​ewebeditproxml​/​v42​/​userguide.pdf​), read the section on "Using eWebEditPro's + XML Advanced Features" starting on page 33.


Appendix F - LABTrack User Requirements

The following section LABTrack User Requirements details the user requirements recorded for LABTrack implementation using the Volera method of user requirements decomposition.  The section is intended to give a complete picture on the activities and user requirements recorded during the implementation project.  The Volera method analyzes user requirements with a set of questions, many of which are also closely related, to answer a defined set of questions many of which are closely related to drive out the fine details and requirements surrounding a software implementation.  This user requirement document was continuously updated during the implementation project.
1 Purpose of the Product

Content
The purpose of implementing LABTrack is to study the process of implementing an ELN in a university laboratory for use by students and faculty and ultimately uncover use cases where an application programming interface could be utilized.  Meticulously defining user requirements will allow the work to become more portable in use for future Laboratory Informatics projects and ensure that the class’s user requirements are best met in the present.  Specifically, the knowledge gained from the implementation will be used to identify key function calls that must be available to users to allow connectivity with a SDMS such as NuGenesis, for long-term storage of the information.
Motivation

Laboratory data has historically been collected using paper notebooks and worksheets. Industry and academia have long resisted conversion to electronic notebooks while at the same time not rejecting many types of electronic records, most notably LIMS and CDS systems.  Several forms of electronic records already commonly exist within laboratories such as LIMS (Laboratory Information Management System), SDMS (Scientific Data Management System), and CDS (Chromatography Data System).  Currently, these systems require laboratory analysts to enter information into each system individually, making data and information scattered and unconnected.  Electronic laboratory notebooks provide the logical point for data to be entered in a single point by the analyst.
Consideration

Currently, once completed paper laboratory notebooks are archived and sent to warehouses.  Archived data is difficult for scientists to access and can simply be forgotten.  Work can easily be redundantly completed because scientists remain unaware of similar efforts at other sites.  Electronic laboratory notebooks provide an essential and missing piece to the information management of modern laboratories.
1b   Goals of the product

Content
The ELN will be used to capture laboratory observations, experiment information, and data from instrumental analyses.  Ultimately, to be viable LABTrack must provide students a more effective documentation tool than a paper notebook.  The main goal of the implementation project was to drive high user acceptance by minimizing user problems with a detailed documentation of user requirements.
Motivation
Electronic laboratory notebooks have not been as well accepted in industry and academic laboratories as LIMS, SDMS, and CDS systems.  Shortcomings of current electronic laboratory notebooks must be identified and addressed to bring ELNs into the mainstream of laboratory documentation.




The clients of this thesis project are the members of the thesis committee: Dr. Mahesh Merchant (Thesis Advisor), Prof. Douglas Perry, and Dr. Sonal Sanghani.  This committee will become the owner of the project once the thesis has been defended.  The School of Informatics also controls the materials necessary for this project: LAN/WAN, LABTrack application license and server, and the NuGenesis application license and server.  
Motiviation
The mission of the department of Laboratory Informatics is to forward the development of the field of Laboratory Informatics and the development of workers within that field.  Both criteria are intrinsically met by the development and execution of this project.
Considerations
The ongoing mission of the School of Informatics at IUPUI creates the need for the work on this project to be documented in such a way that work can continue on the research of ELNs implementation once the project is complete.
2b Customer
Content
The customers of this project are the students in the class G823, Methods in Cell Biology who choose to adopt LABTrack for the Fall 2005 semester.  

Motivation




LABTrack, a division of the eKM Corp., is interested in developing an API for their ELN to enable communication between LABTrack and other laboratory information systems.  The experiences and conclusions drawn from this implementation will directly affect the work performed on the LABTrack API.   
Motivation




The users of this project are the graduate students in the class “Methods in Cell Biology.”  The students are for the most part young, computer savvy professionals seeking an advanced degree in the field of Proteomics.  The learning curve for this class will be very short given the word processor interface of LABTrack and the motivation of the students.  Users will need to be able to enter experiment details such as purpose, methods used, observations, and conclusions.  In addition instrumental analysis data, excel spreadsheets, and graph pad prizm files, and digital pictures will need to be attached to the notebook pages so that all information associated with the experiment is captured by the ELN.
3b Priority to users

The users for the system include the system administrator, class faculty, and graduate students.  All users are considered “key users” for this project.  The list of system users of the LABTrack application is as follows:
System Administrators: 
Name					email
Dr. Mahesh Merchant 		mmerchan@iupui.edu (​mailto:mmerchan@iupui.edu​)  




Dr. Sonal Sanghani 			ssanghan@iupui.edu (​mailto:ssanghan@iupui.edu​)
Class Students: 
Name					email













* Student withdrew from class during the semester and hisLABTrack account was disabled.
4 Requirement Constraints
4a Solution Constraints
In the future several ELNs such as Waters eLabNotebook and Symyx’s IntelliChem could be available for the implementation, however, LABTrack is the only ELN available at the beginning of the Fall 2005 semester.  Additionally, a custom implementation of LABTrack is not possible due to time and funding constraints.  Ultimately the solution must work within the configuration possibilities of LABTrack made available to system administrators.  Additionally, the workflow actions within the application cannot be changed.  For example, not all embedded files will be rendered within notebook pages, only files supported by I-Frames will be seen by the users as images within the notebook page.  There are no resources available to make all embedded files available as an image within the notebook pages.
4b Implementation Environment
The implementation environment will be limited to the IUPUI local area network and those users who can create a VPN (Virtual Private Network) with the IUPUI network.
4c Partner Applications
Partner applications with LABTrack include Microsoft Windows Operating System, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, Internet Windows Explorer, eWebEditPro v4.2, Graph Pad Prism Viewer, PrimoPDF, SQLServer (RDBMS), and NuGenesis.  The partner applications can be divided into four categories: applications necessary for the use of LABTrack, applications for use with files embedded within notebook pages, application for printing to pdf file, and Scientific Data Management System (SDMS) for archiving and long-term storage of the information stored within LABTrack.  See the table below for the classification of each application associated with this project.











Table 1, Applications Associated with LABTrack
4d Commercial off-the-shelf software
All applications used in this project are considered commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS).  Each application within Table 1 (See above) integrates naturally with LABTrack, except NuGenesis.  The interface mechanism between LABTrack and NuGenesis was created later in the thesis project, but is not considered COTS software.
4e Anticipated workplace environment 
At a minimum, access to LABTrack must be available to users in the computer cluster in the Biotechnology Research Training Facility (BRTC) room 321 and remotely wherever students have access to a high-speed Internet connection and the applications necessary to operate LABTrack (See Table 1).  Students in the class are mainly commuter part-time students with careers that will not allow them to work solely on-campus.  The system administrators must be able to work remotely from the application server located in the Biotechnology Research Training Facility.
4f How long do the developers have to build the product?
The LABTrack application must be available to students by Sept. 1, 2005.  Training and documentation for the LABTrack application must also be distributed to students at least one week prior to “going live” on Sept. 1.  User requirements and application problem reports will be collected throughout the semester ending December 18, 2005.
4g What is the financial budget for the product?
The Laboratory Informatics Program at IUPUI has previously purchased the user licenses for LABTrack, NuGenesis and all other software used for this thesis research project.  The IUPUI network will be utilized to give students access to the notebook both in the classroom and remotely.  There are no additional financial obligations to complete this project.  It is expected that the implementation will be performed with the resources / systems already available within the School of Informatics.  
5 Naming Conventions and Definitions
See Abbreviations list on page 9 of this thesis report for a complete list of acronyms relevant to the project. 
6 Relevant Facts
The purpose of the LABTrack implementation will be an academic study of the process of using an ELN within a classroom laboratory.  In addition to the implementation use cases for a LABTrack API should be identified for the next phase of the project where additional functionality will be added to the LABTrack.
7 Assumptions
The main assumption of this project is that LABTrack will be capable of meeting all user requirements for the class G823 Introduction to Cell Biology.  An equally  important assumption is that at least a few students will chose to adapt LABTrack for their laboratory documentation.
8 Scope of the Project
8a The context of the work
The implementation of the LABTrack notebook is designed to be an academic exercise both for the students in the classroom and the administration of the notebook throughout the semester.
8b Work Partitioning
Maintenance of the IUPUI LAN /WAN and personal computers within the laboratory is beyond the scope of this project.  IUPUI employs a professional IT staff to maintain those operations.
8c Product Boundary (Content)
The LABTrack application will not interface directly with any instrumentation or other laboratory information systems used by the G823 class.  The use of the electronic notebook outside the native environment of LABTrack is beyond the scope of this project.  An example of this would be accessing LABTrack on a Macintosh computer or using LABTrack in a browser other than Internet Explorer (such as Mozilla or Firefox).
9 Functional and Data Requirements
9a Functional Requirements
User Requirement for ELN implementation in the classroom
The ELN will allow students controlled access to the notebook through the use of unique usernames and passwords.
Students will not be able to view other students notebooks.
The instructor will have read/write access to student notebooks and notebook pages. 
The electronic notebook will be available on a Windows platform.
The instructor will not be able to read notebook pages until a student locks a notebook page.
Students will have access to a mechanism for taking notebook pages and embedded objects after the completion of the class
The instructor will be able to make comments and corrections to laboratory reports and homework while preserving the original report submitted by the student.
Students will be able to embed objects with the following file extensions: gif, xls, txt, ppt, pzf, doc, png, and jng
The notebook will be available both on and off campus to students with access to a high speed internet connection and the necessary software.




Textual Data can be stored in the notebook pages
Pictures files such as .jpg, .bmp can be embedded in the notebook page 
Objects using the following programs can be embedded within the notebook:  Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, Graph Pad Prizm Viewer
Notebook pages can be stored, retrieved, and versioned.
Users will be prompted to save notebook pages before exiting a notebook page.
Changes to notebook pages after locking will preserve original content of the page.
Experiment observations can be documented at the time of observation. 
Date and time stamp of creation of notebook pages entries are recorded when a page is signed.
Notebook pages cannot be deleted by users or super users once pages are locked or electronically signed.
Comments can be added in the peer review process, but not saved in the final approved copy.
Notebook pages will be saved automatically when a system automated logout is performed.
Saved notebook pages can be appended as needed to comment, correct, or add observations to the original notebook page.
Audit trail containing at least system errors, login history, and update history should be searchable.
Data is stored on a database protected with access limited by requiring a username and password.

10 Look and Feel Requirements





The notebook will have a general word processor layout to shorten the learning curve.
Menu options will be constructed in a way that users can intuitively perform tasks.
The notebook will utilize Microsoft Word as the text editor application.

11b
Ease of Learning Requirements
The formal training for the laboratory notebook will not exceed 30 minutes.





The notebook must be available on-campus at IUPUI within the BRTC and offsite locations on the IUPUI intranet









Indiana University, Indianapolis, IN 	Area of Study: M.S. Laboratory Informatics 
Graduation Date: June 2006 	
Dates Attended: August 2003- May 2006             GPA: 3.90

Undergraduate Studies: 
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 	Degree: B.S. in Chemistry (ACS approved) 
	Minor: German
Graduation Date: May 2002               
Dates attended: August 1999 – May 2002

Wabash College, Crawfordsville, IN                   Majors: Chemistry and German
Transferred to Purdue University August 1999     
Dates attended: August 1997 – May 1999

TECHNICAL SKILLS: 
IT Skills: EMPOWER (CDS), NuGenesis (SDMS), LABTrack (ELN), CSV (Computer Systems Validation) Millenium (CDS), LabWare(LIMS), Spotfire, SQL (Subject Query Language), Oracle, MySQL, VB.NET, VBA, Microsoft Office 2000, Windows XP, Windows 9X, Windows 2000 Professional

Laboratory Skills / Instrumentation: 
gas chromatography (Agilent 6890), FT-IR (Perkin Elmer), USP/JP/EP Wet Chemistry Experiments, UV-Vis (Beckman-Coulter), Karl Fischer (Mettler Volumetric and Coulometric), balance, temperature probe, muffle furnace, oven, pycnometer, Titrando (autotitrator),  refractometer, light box, vacuum pump, microscope, auto pipettes, digital barometer, centrifuge, temperature bath, heat block, Nanopure water station, densitometer, pH meter,  ro-tap, alpine jet sieve, routine viscometers (Cannon-Finske),  Scott volume cup, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, Raman (Nicolet), XRPD (Shimadzu), DSC (TA), TGA (TA), column chromatography, distillation, thin layer chromatography (TLC), geometric mixing

EXPERIENCE:
Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, IN (02/04-present)
Kelly Scientific Resources, Indianapolis, IN (3/03-02/04) Workplace:  Eli Lilly and Company
Associate Analytical Chemist in Purchased Materials Quality Control Laboratory (PMQC)

·Completed GC assays as principal job responsibility 
Injection Types: split, splitless, on-column and headspace 
Detectors: FID and TCD
·Reviewed equipment qualification packages to ensure new equipment purchased for the laboratory met business needs.
·Created CSV package for an FT-IR used in the identification of raw materials.  
·Developed handwritten SQL queries to extract data from a LIMS system using an Oracle database 
·Performed compendia wet chemistry testing (USP, EP, and JP) such as identification, titrimetric, volatiles (loss on drying residue), and heavy metals assays

Laboratory Support, Indianapolis, IN (6/02 - 1/03)
Workplace:  Solid State Chemical Information (SSCI), West Lafayette, IN
·cGMP laboratory 
·Analyzed samples with XRPD (Shimadzu), DSC, and TGA (TA), and Raman (Nicolet), instruments. 
·Performed laboratory work such as polymorph screens, salt selection, and quantitative analysis. 
·Reproduced instrumental and wet chemistry methods developed exclusively by SSCI.





Prof. Mahesh Merchant, Indiana University (7/05-present)
		Implementation, Use and Improvement of Electronic Laboratory Notebooks
·Implemented LABTrack (ELN) in a graduate laboratory: studied user acceptance, document user requirements 
·Assessed LABTrack application strengths and deficiencies
·Documented and developed API for connecting LABTrack (ELN) with NuGenesis (SDK well documented) enabling data transfer between the applications.  The LABTrack API will allow data stored in NuGenesis to be embedded within LABTrack notebook pages.




Dr.Malika Mahoui, Indiana University (1/05 –5/05)
Scientific Applications of XML
·Created a JAVA application that converted legacy ASCI instrumentation files to an XML format.
·Application utilized an XML file as an input relieving the application programming of “hard coded” parsing parameters.  The extensible input allowed the application to be used with different types of instruments and templates without changing application code.

Prof. Douglas Perry, Indiana University (08/04-12/05)
Computer Systems Validation in the Pharmaceutical Industry
·Created CSV package for an FT-IR used in the analysis of raw materials system 
·Coordinated learning experience between Indiana University and Eli Lilly and Company
·Involved with each step of the software development lifecycle (validation plan, user and system requirements, installation, test script writing & execution and operation as a system administrator)
·Coordinated activities between equipment qualification group, vendor installation and the computer systems validation group

Prof. Mahesh Merchant, Indiana University (5/04-7/04)
·Created a simple web based LIMS system that could be used in a raw materials laboratory
·Analyzed/documented work-flow and user requirements in the PMQC laboratory at Eli Lilly
·Developed an ERD of the database and normalized information with the database
·System managed employee worklists, work groups, assay results and a search page for data reporting
·System operated on a LINUX Mandrake OS with an Apache webserver and MySQL database
·Coded in PHP/HTML  

Undergraduate Research:  

Small Molecular Organic Synthesis Research Project (5/01 –5/02)
Prof. P.V. Ramachandran, Purdue University
·Completed multi-step organic synthesis independent research project. 
·Executed air-sensitive reactions for both chiral and racemic mixtures. 
·Identified compounds using NMR(1H, 13C) and HPLC.
·Purified compounds using column chromatography, distillation, and TLC techniques.
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